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THE DISTRICT AND ITS LIBRARIES
TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Tarrant County in north-central Texas has 860 square miles, a popula-
tion of approximately 700,000, and contains the metropolitan area of Fort
Worth. Its junior college district formed in 1965 and supported by county ad
valorem taxes and general obligation bonds and supplemented by state and
federal funds will ultimately include four or five campuses located in widely
separated sectors of the county.
While the district offices in Forth Worth will house the quarters of the
president and central services such as personnel, business affairs, planning and
development, public relations, and so on, each separate campus will have its
own executive dean, faculty, and curriculum. The curricula emphasis will be
split between terminal vocational courses and college and university parallel
courses.
Each campus will also have its own library, with a head librarian and
staff and a complete collection of materials reflecting the curriculum of each
campus. A director of library services will coordinate the library activities on
all the campuses.
The first campus opened in September 1967, and the second in January
1969. The third campus will open in 1973, and the remaining ones in the
middle or late 1970's. The eventual district enrollment is envisioned to be
over 20,000, while the two existing campuses now have around 8,000
students.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE AUTOMATION PROGRAM
A prime objective of the automation program of the libraries of the
district is for the system to provide maximum and superior library services to
its students, faculties, and staffs with a minimum of library personnel.
In realizing this objective, some specific goals are to provide each library
with materials acquired and processed rapidly, efficiently, and inexpensively;
to provide each staff with reports and analyses of their services in order that
those services might be interpreted properly, refined, and improved; to reduce
for each staff member the burden of performing many routine and mundane
tasks in order that they devote more of their time to working with the
students and faculty; and to remove from the students, faculty, and staff as
many barriers as possible to their intelligent, rapid, and pleasant use of each
library.
The emphasis in the program is, as it should be, on the services per-
formed and on those persons performing the services, not on the devices or
techniques used. But the machines and machine methods are not subjugated
or de-emphasized completely, for our services are based on staff and machines.
ORGANIZATION OF THE AUTOMATION SERVICES
While each campus of the district has its own separate library and
individual staff, the services provided by the automation program are the same
for all. To conserve time, energy, space, and money, the ordering, receiving,
cataloging, and further processing of all district library materials are handled
in one location and by one staff.
The planning, coordinating, and implementing of all automation
activities are vested in an assistant librarian for systems analysis who works
closely with the director of libraries, each library staff, and the computer
center personnel. All computer programming is done by the programmers in a
central computer center.
THE EQUIPMENT USED
The system was developed initially and has operated for over a year on
an IBM 1401 computer using two tape and two disk drives which is located in
the central computer center which serves the entire district.
For the past six months, work has been in progress to convert all the
libraries' 1401 programs to those for a third generation RCA Spectra 70,
Model 35 (65K), with four tape drives and two disk drives. Autocoder lan-
guage was used for all 1401 programs, and the assembly and COBOL languages
are used for the Spectra programs.
While the main reason for the conversion is that the district intends to
do away with the second-generation IBM 1401 entirely, the occasion had
provided a means of incorporating new ideas into the programs, of expanding
the system, and deleting many of the mistakes and blunders made when we
were groping our way with untried ideas and lack of guidelines.
At the present time, only the circulation activities have been repro-
grammed, tested, and converted completely to an operational status on the
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Spectra 70. The remainder of the system is in various stages of reprogram-
ming, all due to be completed by the end of summer 1969. However, all 1401
programs will be operated until the complete change-over is made. The pro-
gram described in this paper will be a combination of systems in operation for
the past two years and of planned changes for the larger computer. All opera-
tions are presently "off-line" from the computer, on a batched process mode
having a week as the main cycle time.
DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE "TOTAL SYSTEM"
That elusive, ill-defined, and poorly understood "total system" or inte-
grated system concept is the basis for the automation program of the libraries
of the Tarrant County Junior College District. From the machine-readable
records prepared as each bibliographic item is entered into our system origi-
nate, either directly or indirectly, a full range of machine routines and reports
that provide services throughout the libraries' organizational structures. In
most cases, output from one subsystem is mandatory input into the next
subsystem and so on from program to program.
Very simply, our system is based on a magnetic tape file of records
containing bibliographic, ordering, and other inventory information with
controlling, excerpting, modifying, and monitoring systems inserted at set and
necessary intervals of time to tap this file to provide us with the services and
reports we desire and need.
While most of the machine services require the use and re-use of the
same information stored on the tapes, several services depend upon the tape
files originally, but afterwards are completely independent. For example, once
enough information from the tape records is excerpted to prepare the
machine-readable book master or circulation cards, the circulation activities
become a totally independent subsystem of the main system. Figure 1
indicates the five major subsystems of the system which comprise our present
program.
THE MASTER TAPE RECORDS
The Source Document
The source document, called the library order card, used by the libraries
as input into the automated system is a multi-functional one: 1) it is a request
form for the faculty and library staff; 2) it is a form for verifying, searching,
and coding of bibliographic, order, and other information that will become a
part of the master record; 3) it is the source document for keypunching; and
4) it is a back-up record in case the punched cards or magnetic tape are lost
or destroyed.
Information on each library order card, which is 5" x 8" in size, is
verified and searched in the traditional manner by locating the record in the
Library of Congress proofsheet file, in the National Union Catalog, Publishers'
Weekly, or so on. Information on the order card is added to, changed,
deleted, or coded into the required format before the forms are sent in
weekly batches to the keypuncher. Figure 2 illustrates a completed library
order card ready to be sent to the keypuncher.
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Figure 1 -- The Five Major Service or Report Areas of the System
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The Punched Input Cards
Information on the order cards is punched into cards and the punching
is verified. The function of these punched cards, which are of a fixed format
with twelve cards per set for each record, is to provide a means by which
information on the order cards can be transferred to magnetic tape or disk.
Figure 3 is of a set of punched input cards for a bibliographic record. Once a
week, the punched input cards for new records are read into storage. While
magnetic tape is the permanent medium used to store the records, the disk
packs are used for processing the records.
Pre-Processing the Records
As information punched in the input cards is read into storage, certain
defined error conditions detected will cause the records in question to be
printed on an error listing, along with the reasons for rejecting the records.
While the verification step in the punching stages catches most obvious errors,
the input error routine detects many unobvious errors, such as the absence of
the maximum or minimum number of characters in particular fields, or the
presence or absence of alpha or numeric information in other fields.
After the error listing is returned to the library, the library order cards
with detected errors are pulled, the errors are corrected, and the cards are
placed in the next cycle. Figure 4 is of a sample input error-listing.
The Duplicate and Cancelled Record Check
After the new records are in storage, the next phase of the program is
to check for duplicate and cancelled records. The function of this search is to
determine if any new records being processed duplicate any records already in
permanent storage. In addition, this check determines if any new records
match any records already in storage which previously have been ordered and
subsequently cancelled by vendors. The main field of comparison for these
checks is that of the LC classification number.
Both duplicate and cancelled records are reported to the library by
printing them on a list and by punching a card for each item located. The
listing provides enough information to enable the library staff to locate the
records in question and to make decisions concerning their further disposition.
A pending status code is appended to each new record whose future is
questionable.
If it is then desirable that an item be ordered regardless of its duplica-
tion of another already on the tape or regardless of the fact that an item had
been previously ordered and subsequently cancelled by a vendor, then the
punched card is marked with an "0" for "order." If no duplicate item is
wanted or if it is felt that it would be a waste of time to re-order an item
previously cancelled, then the punched card is marked with a "D" for "de-
lete." These punched cards are sent back to the computer center for further
processing in the next weekly cycle. Items to be ordered regardless of duplica-
tion are included in the next group of purchase orders printed, while those to
be deleted simply are dropped permanently from the files.
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TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT
LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS INPUT CARD ERROR LISTING
APRIL 16* 1969
032019999 0101-H
CARD
INVALID CAMPUS CHOP
102019999 0101*1 BLANK IN COPIES
REF/INDFX INVALID
INVALID CAMPUS CODE
MEDIA IS PLANK
ALPHA IN MFOIA
NO VENDHR C01E
ALPHA IN VENDOR CODE
03 Z 606UUV990 0101'M
031? 1&] 9999 010101
'0312 f>6lA19999 0101"!
0312 06101 0101"!
5/OUI 06101A999 010101
S031? 061019 99 010101
90312 0610199991010101
BLANK IN VENDOR CODE
INVALID *YASS CODE
INVALID BYPASS CODE
POI12 02101002? 0101-11 TEST*
90112 0210100^3 PlOloj. TESTS
OAPC. 1234. ABC OR n IS NOT IN COLUMN 77
1ABC. 1234. ABC OR IS NOT IN COLUMN 77
2ARC.1?34.AI}C P OR " IS NOT IN COLUMN 77
ERROR
ITEMS FIELD NOT ACCURATE
12L CAMPUS FIELD NOT 0-4
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
ITEMS FIELD NOT ACCURATE
12L COPIES FIFLP CONTAINS BLANI
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
ITEMS FIELD NOT ACCURATE
1?L REF. /INDEX FIELD INVALID
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12L CAMPUS FIELD NQT 0-4
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
ITEMS FIELD NOT ACCURATE
12L MEDIA FIELD CONTAINS BLANK
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12L MEDIA MISSING FROM TABLF
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12L VENDOR FIELD MISSING
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12L COPIES FIELD NOT NUMERIC
CAMPUS FIELO NOT NUMERIC
VENDOR FIELD CONTAINS BLAN!
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
ITEMS FIELD NOT ACCURATE
12L VENDOR FIELD CONTAINS BLAN
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
121 BYPASS CODE INVALID
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
1?L BYPASS CODE INVALID
FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12L FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
12U FUND MISSING FROM TABLE
13L INVALID CODE COLUMN 77 - D
915L INVALID COOF. COLUMN 77 - Dl
A15L INVALID COOF COLUMN 77 - D
Figure 4 A Sample Input Error-listing
If it is known in advance that a new record will be a duplicate of one
already in the file, a special by-pass code can be added to the new record
before keypunching, and the duplicate or cancelled record search will not be
made for that record. This will allow added copies or volumes to be added
with no delay.
Record Maintenance
Often records must be deleted from the permanent tape files, informa-
tion in fields of records must be deleted, added to, altered, or the status of
records must be changed for special reasons. As new material is received from
vendors, each item in hand is compared with its tape record of previously-
captured information, via the "on order" list. Some common causes for
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changes in the pre-cataloged tape records are the receipt of items with variant
publishers' names, new editions, different dates of publication, and even
simple keypunching errors not caught previously. When items are cancelled by
vendors as being out of print, permanently out of stock, and for several other
reasons, then their status must be changed from "on order" to "cancelled" on
the tape.
When any of these conditions arises, a maintenance form is completed
by the library staff indicating the accession number of the record and the
information to be changed, added, or deleted. This information then is
punched into cards and run through a maintenance program to up-date the
master records accordingly. An image listing of each record before and after
changes is sent to the library for its benefit.
As each week's new records are read into storage and merged onto the
master tape, a list is printed to inform the library staff of any missing ac-
cession numbers in the sequence, or of any new accession numbers duplicating
any assigned to other records already stored on the tape. Once a year before
the annual cumulative book catalogs are printed, all records with a "can-
celled" status are deleted from the tape file.. A listing of these items allows
the library staff to consult it if needed when ordering new items.
Other Basic Records
There are two other types of records besides the basic bibliographic
records which can be stored on the tapes; both are worth mentioning briefly.
A supplementary serial record provides a means by which the basic record for
serial-type items such as periodicals, annuals, proceedings, etc., can be supple-
mented with a detailed listing of any or all individual volumes, issues, parts,
and so on, comprising these records.
These supplementary records simply are appended to their main records
by means of adding sub-accession numbers to the basic records' accession
numbers. Thus, when individual volumes or parts must be added to records,
this can be done without altering the basic bibliographic records or without
adding completely new and duplicate records. In this manner, a library's hold-
ings of serial-type items can be reflected completely, uniquely, and easily.
The other type of record is for cross references, which provides a means
by which the users of the book catalogs can be referred from headings or
entries in the listings to others. Only author and subject heading cross refer-
ences can be used, but both "see" and "see also" references can be inserted.
The basic library order card itself is used as a source document for cross
references, with only the appropriate cross references recorded, plus dummy
accession and LC numbers and several other special codes necessary to the
program.
SERVICES AND REPORTS GENERATED
FROM THE MASTER TAPE RECORDS
The new records placed in the files now are ready to be processed.
Keypunching and verifying each weekly cycle's batch begins on Monday and
usually takes four days. Loading the new records into storage, checking for
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duplicate and cancelled records, and printing all error and other listings
usually takes only a few minutes, beginning on the Monday after library order
cards are sent to the keypuncher initially.
The Purchase Orders
The new records are sorted first by vendor code number, then by
publisher, then by author, and then by title under author. Purchase orders are
printed, with all items having the same vendor number being placed on the
same order. An "on order" status code and the date of the printing are
appended to each new record included on a purchase order. Figure 5 shows a
purchase order ready to be mailed to the vendor.
TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT OWGDWU-
BAKER ANC TAYLOR
NOMENCE, ILLINOIS 60954
NOVEMBER 25, 1968
SHIP AIL MATERIALS, 1 INVOICE TO;
LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER
TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE
5301 CAMPUS DRIVE
FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76 119
DESCRIPTION EACH EXTENSION
BROOKtNGS INST - SUNOOU.IST, JAMES L
POLHICS ANC POLICY, THE EISENHOWER.
BURGESS PUB - THOMPSON, DAVID WILLIAM
ORAL INTERPRETATION OF FICTION, A 0. 2ND ED. 1967.
FUNK - THIBAUDET, ALBERT
FRENCH LITERATURE FROM 1795 TO OUR . 1968.
HAYOEN BOOK - TEICHMANN, FREDERICK KURT
FUNDAMENTALS OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL.
HOLT - PARATORF, ANGELA
ENGLISH DIALOGUES FOR FOREIGN STUDE. 1956.
875
500
1000
*95
195
875
500
idoo
595
195
Figure 5 - A Purchase Order Ready to be Mailed to the Vendor
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For each record included on a purchase order, two cards are punched
simultaneously. If a record consists of more than one item, such as in the case
of multiple copies, volumes, or parts being ordered, then two cards are
punched for each physical item being ordered. These "notify cards," as they
are called, are used in later steps of processing after the materials are received,
described below. Figure 6 shows a punched "notify card."
After the purchase orders are printed, all records on the permanent tape
with a status of "on order," "cancelled," or "received" since the last printing
of the book catalog are pulled out, sorted alphabetically by author, then by
title within author, and a new and updated "on order" list is printed weekly.
Figure 7 shows a page from an "on order" list.
Receiving New Materials
When invoices and materials are received from vendors, the two "notify
cards" for all items listed on the invoices are pulled from the "notify card"
file, which previously has been arranged by title behind the order dates. The
actual list prices as indicated on the invoices, the discounted prices (including
any pro-rated transportation or handling charges) per item or copy, and the
dates of receipt of the material are marked with an electromagnetic pencil in
the respective bubble-columns of one copy of the set.
The marked copies of the "notify cards" are batched and sent to the
computer center once a week for further processing, and the unmarked second
copies are inserted in their matching items for identification purposes to await
the results of that further processing, described below.
Preparation of Materials
The marked copies of the "notify cards" are sent to the computer
center and the new information is punched into the cards by the reproducer
from the mark-sensing. By processing the "notify cards" for received items
against the master tape, several actions are triggered: 1) the status of the
record for each received item is changed from "on order" to "received";
2) the information necessary to update the budget report is transferred from the
"notify cards" to the tape records; and 3) for each newly-received item, one
spine label and one pocket label are printed and one machine-readable book
master or circulation card is punched.
As soon as the
"notify cards" are sent to the computer center for
further processing, pockets are pasted in the new material, except those
designated as reference, and all are property stamped. The materials are kept
on the same incoming truck if possible to await the printing of the labels and
the punching of the circulation cards.
After these materials are sent to the library, the labels are applied, the
book master cards are inserted in the pockets, and one final check is made
before the finished products are sent to the circulation departments of the
campus libraries. Figure 8 illustrates a spine and pocket label and a book
master card.
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TARRANT COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT
ON ORDER LIST
APRIL 7, 1969
WRIGHT. JAMES ARLINGTON
SHALL WE GATHER AT THE RIVER. POEMS
MESLEYAN UNIV PR 1968
RS3545.R58S5 01 00400 1105 00441
SE
3/10/69 016735
*WRI;GHT. NATHAN
READY TO RIOT
HOLT
HN80UN685W74
1968
01 00495 1815 00441
SB
3/24/69 017030
WRtSTON, HENRY MERRITT
ACADEMIC PROCESSION* REFLECTIONS OF A COLLEGE PRES
COLUMBIA UNIV PRESS 1959 MB
LB2331.W7 01 00500 2105 04870 2/17/69 210574
WUQRINEN. JOHN HENRY
SCANDINAVIA
PRENTICE
OL46.'W8.
1965
01 00495 2105 04870
ME
2/17/69 210573
HYLDER, ROBERT C
WRITING PRACTICAL ENGLISH
MACMILLAN
PE1408.W87
1966
01 00225 2105 04870
NE
2/17/69 210572
WYNAR, BOHDAN S
LS LIBRARIES UNLIMITED
2689JW9
1968 REF
01 00500 1105 00441
SE
9/30/68 014197
WYTRWAL, JOSEPH ANTHONY
AMERICANS POLISH HERITAGE. A SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE
DETROIT ENDURANCE PR 1961 NE
E184JP7W9 01 00650 2105 04870 3/31/69 211280
YOUNG* JOHN ZACHARY
LIFE OF MAMMALS
OXFORD UNIV PRESS
QL703.Y6
1957
01 01680 2105 0487C
NE
2/17/69 210571
YOUNG. LOUISE B
POPULATION *
HB851
Figure 7 A Page from the Weekly "On Order" List
Lists of Orders Outstanding Over Ninety Days
At the end of each month, a program is run which prints lists of items
outstanding with each vendor for over ninety days. Each list, which is printed
on stock paper, has a short explanatory note requesting shipment, a report, or
cancellation on each item. A code is added to each tape record listed to
indicate that a report to the vendor has been sent; an item is listed only once
on such a list.
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Analysis of Vendor Delivery Times and Discounts
A second major and highly useful report in conjunction with ordering is
the analysis of vendor delivery times and discounts. Run once a semester, this
study provides an analysis of the shortest, average, and longest lapsed time of
delivery for all material ordered from each vendor and the smallest, average,
and largest discounts received from each vendor.
The Budget Reports
The monthy budget report provides each of the library staffs and the
director of libraries with a monthly summary of activities in each fund allo-
cated for the purchase of library materials. In addition, this report informs the
department heads on each campus of the status of their allocated funds.
Not only does this report indicate the usual budgeted amounts, orders
outstanding, paid year-to-date, and free balances for each departmental alloca-
tion, but also appended is a summary listing of all materials on order against
each fund but unreceived and a summary listing of all materials received
during the month against each fund. This includes the total volumes and titles
outstanding for each fund and the total volumes and titles received for each
fund during the month. Such a report keeps the librarian, the department
heads, and the other faculty members precisely informed as to all activities
concerning the book funds.
The Book Catalogs
The most complex, time-consuming, and expensive phase of our program
is the one which generates the routines which prepare and print our book
catalogs. All records in the tape file with a "received" status code are included
in these listings which are in four separate parts: author catalog, title catalog,
subject catalog, and classed catalog. One set of listings serves all campus
libraries, with codes indicating inclusion of titles on particular campuses.
Figure 9 shows samples from the author, title, ana subject catalogs.
An annual, cumulative set of catalogs is printed each summer, with
cumulative supplements prepared every six to eight weeks between the annual
printings. Items received since the last annual or supplementary set of catalogs
remain listed on the "on order" list but with "received" and the date of
receipt printed beside each item. When the next set of catalogs is printed, all
received items then are dropped from the "on order" list entirely and
included in the catalog listings.
While better and less expensive methods of production are being
explored and considered, the last annual cumulation of the catalogs was
printed on blank paper by the line printer. These sheets then were pasted in
blocks of four pages, photographed, reduced in size, and then offset. All
supplements are either offset without reduction or simply printed on stock
paper by the line printer.
In August 1968, approximately 400 copies of each author, title, and
subject catalog were printed, offset, and bound. A set of catalogs was placed
in the office of each faculty member on each campus, and copies were placed
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liberally throughout each library. An earlier attempt to sell copies of the
catalogs in our bookstores met with failure. Only one original and several
carbons of the classed catalog are printed, mainly for the staffs use.
As previously noted, we have not as yet found a satisfactory method of
producing the book catalogs. Also, we have not as yet settled finally on the
time intervals for the supplements. Hopefully, a print shop which is being
established on one of our campuses will solve the printing problem. In any
event, I should hasten to point out that while we have difficulties in produc-
ing the catalogs, we have no plan or desire to change to a card catalog. The
technical problems will be worked out as soon as we gain more experience
and as the libraries grow.
*ADAMS> JAMES DONALD
MAGIC AH'j MYSTtKY UF
PE1574.A3 NORTHEAST
. HULT 1963
*AOAMS> JAMES FREDERICK
UNDERSTATING ADQLESCFNCE* CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ADOLESCENT
PSYCHOLOGY. ALLY* 19<i?
BF724.A25 S'lUTH
ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW
MARCH OF DfcMntRACY, A HISTORY OF THE UNITFO STATES. SCRIBNER 1965
E178.A29->2
ADAMS; JAMES TRUSLUW
MARCH OF
pn*KF.P
Z58O. r>l
1966.
REFERE'CF. SQI'TH
0*EISF.R, HUP BITTER PATRIOT.
SHAPIPQ, CHARLES
SHUTHFRv ILL I'NIV PR 1962 (CROSSCURRENTS, MODERN CRITI8UES)
PS3*07.''!>'i'1 J S'TUTH
THIS DIFFICJIT PiJTVlDUAL,
FUSTACF CLARENCE
FLEET lOfti
PS3531 .fi8?Z75^ SOUTH
5N 6UIDI/ JUNE 1966-JUNf 1*68
AAHPER 1966
GV1007,A1A<. 1966-68 NORTHEAST
BAGEHOT/ WALTER
ST JDHN-STEVA5, NORMAN
-ALTER BAGEHOT, LONGMANS 1963 (WRITERS AND THEIR WORK/ NO 160)
HB103.B2S3 SOUTH/ NORTHEAST
_*_* ^
BAHAMAS - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
SCHOEPF/ JOHANN OAVIO
TRAVELS IN THE CONFEDERATION, 1783-178*. 8ERCMAN 1968 2V
E164.S38 1968 NORTHEAST
Figure 9 - Sample Pages from the Author, Title, and Subject Catalogs
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The Circulation of Materials
Last but not least by any means are the programs for the circulation
system. The system used in all libraries of the district is the Standard Register
Source Record Punch, Model 1730, which is a desk-top electric data collection
machine utilizing the same basic principle as IBM's 357 Data Collection
System.
When a machine-readable book master or circulation card, prepared
automatically by the computer during the receiving processes (see Figure 8),
and a machine-readable borrower's identification badge are inserted into the
machine, information from the book master card and the badge are trans-
ferred to a "ZIPCARD" set, which is inserted into the machine at the same
time. The date-due is entered into the system by a changeable slide within the
machine, or, by keying in a variable date from a keyboard.
The badge is returned to the borrower, and the book master card to the
pocket. The "ZIPCARD" set is torn apart, and the discharge card part of the
set is inserted on top of the book master card in the pocket of the material.
The other part of the "ZIPCARD" set, the charge card, is placed in a stack to
await the end of the day, when all new charges are sent to the computer
center to be included on the circulation tape.
When an item is returned, the discharge card in the pocket is simply
removed from the pocket, the book returned to the shelf, and the discharge
card is placed in a stack and sent to the computer center at the end of each
day, where the circulation tape is updated.
A separate daily list of all materials in circulation is prepared for each
campus library. Each library's list consists of four parts: a list of all materials
in circulation arranged by LC classification number; a list of all materials in
circulation arranged by borrowers' Social Security numbers; a list of all
materials placed on reserve; and statistics for the day's charges and discharges
by type of borrower, such as student, faculty, staff, and so on. Figure 10 is a
sample page from a daily circulation list arranged by LC classification.
As soon as an item becomes overdue an asterisk is printed beside the
record on the circulation list. Once a week the computer prints notices for all
items overdue, except for those charged out to faculty members. These over-
due notices are on forms ready to be torn apart, placed in envelopes, and
mailed. As soon as our current supply of forms is exhausted, we will begin
using a data-mailer for the notice. Figure 11 is an overdue notice printed out
and ready to be mailed to a student. At the end of each semester, all
materials charged out to each faculty member are printed on individual lists as
a reminder to either return or renew all items before the new semester begins.
Plans are being made to block a student's registration for a new semester
if he owes any fines or if he has any unreturned books charged to his badge,
but at present we only can provide the registrar with a list of delinquent
borrowers to be manually checked as students register.
Statistics of circulation activities are cumulated and a special study is
prepared at the end of each semester to indicate the frequency of circulation
of every item circulated. An analysis of the types of borrowers for circulated
materials during each semester is planned which, we hope, will give us some
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indication as to what students is which subject areas use the library the most.
Our first analysis from this program probably will not be ready until the end
of the fall 1969 semester.
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE PROGRAM
The problems we have encountered with our system have ranged from
the usual too little time, experience, personnel, programming and computer
time to delays in construction of facilities. On the whole, however, we feel we
have accomplished much and have learned still more in this short period.
Perhaps we moved too fast perhaps we moved too slow. We certainly have
made plenty of mistakes.
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One specific problem encountered in the program has been the
monitoring of the flow of data through the system. Since the records are
constantly being moved about as new records are merged into and cancelled
from the tapes, we have found it difficult at times to be absolutely certain
that all the correct records remain in the proper form on the tapes. While we
have attempted to provide all the safeguards possible, records do at times
mysteriously disappear into whatever form of electronic limbo there is, some-
times to reappear at the right or wrong times like unidentified flying objects.
Since we are a junior college system providing little research material,
well over 99 percent of all our acquisitions can be bibilographically located
and pre-cataloged before ordering. The other less than 1 percent give us trouble.
Staffing has also been a problem. Because we began operation with an
automated system, our administration has felt that fewer people were needed.
Consequently, even for an automated library, we are understaffed.
FUTURE PLANS
Generally we know what we want to do in our automation program and
how we plan to accomplish our goals. The framework of the program is
flexible enough that new programs can be added or old programs removed as
we see fit. Alterations to implemented programs are possible with a minimum
amount of difficulty.
As the staff gains experience and confidence and as more planning,
thought, and experimentation are done, the machine services hopefully will be
expanded to include on-line terminals of some sort. We fully expect to take
advantage of the MARC tapes from the Library of Congress as soon as we
feasibly can.
Should we be legally able later on, our system can be expanded to
include other junior college or public libraries in the region, should others care
to share our facilities and machine services.
It only can be stated at this particular point in our development that
machines will be used in every conceivable manner in the future to improve
our services and to serve our staffs, students, and faculties.
